In the present paper, we discuss some results of the observation on the dynamical phenomena in the inner corona by Yohkoh. Highly dynamical behavior of the corona revealed by Yohkoh consists of (a) reconfiguration of an extended region of the background corona in association with a small brightening in active region, (b) heated mass ejection into surrounding magnetic field structures (socalled X-ray jets are those in the case of open field regions), and (c) arcade formation above the fieldpolarity-reversal-lines in the photosphere, both inside active regions (arcade type X-ray flares) and outside active regions (fainter X-ray arcade formation), sometimes in the circumpolar regions very far from active latitude belts. We suggest some possible new interpretations where previously considered models do not seem to be suitable in explaining the new findings.
Introduction
In the present paper, we give some discussions on the results of the X-ray observations from Yohkoh . The scientific objectives of the X-ray Solar Physics Satellite Yohkoh are to investigate the high temperature and high energy phenomena on the Sun. The excellent results obtained by Yohkoh about flares and the corona of the Sun will serve in providing us with (i) prototypes of cosmic magnetodynamical phenomena such as flaring and coronal activities on other active stars and on accretion disks in highly active cosmic objects, and (ii) information about the sole source of disturbances of the terrestrial environment and interplanetary space. In the present paper, we focus our attention on (ii), in conformity with the purpose of the present Conference, and mainly deal with the results of observations from the soft X-ray telescope (SXT) on board Yohkoh, namely, results of observations of the dynamical behavior of the high temperature magnetoplasma features that may give influence to the terrestrial environment and interplanetary space through plasma dynamical effects. Another side of (ii), namely, the terrestrial or interplanetary effects caused by accelerated high energy particles has been described by some other Yohkoh colleagues elsewhere (e.g., Kosugi, private communication) .
The finding of unexpectedly dynamical behavior of the background general corona was one of the most remarkable results of the observations made by Yohkoh (e.g., Uchida, 1993a Uchida, , 1993b . These were made possible by the high sensitivity, wide dynamic range, high and regular cadence observations by the soft X-ray telescope on board Yohkoh . Such a dynamicity of the corona (though hinted by Skylab) has been recognized in its full form for the first time by the Yohkoh-SXT images with the use of the video-movie representations. It was revealed that the "background corona" is not a quiet and isolated entity, but forms quite a dynamic system in conjunction with the active regions, and many examples of interesting dynamic interplay between them are seen Uchida, 1993b; Tsuneta and Lenten, private communication) . The phenomena to be described below are typical ones of such dynamical phenomena occurring quite commonly, making quite a contrast to the "static" impression of the corona we had before Yohkoh, based upon previous lower cadence observations. Types of activities in the corona may be preliminarily categorized into three types: (a) Small brightening in active regions influencing a large coronal regions, sometimes the regions with sizes exceeding several hundreds of thousand kilometers, and in some cases releasing so-called CME's (coronal mass ejections) in the process, (b) injection of heated mass into magnetic structures, some cases of which occurring in open-field situation being the so-called "X-ray jets", and (c) arcade formations above the field-polarity-reversal lines in the photosphere, ranging from small scale high intensity ones occurring in active regions with strong magnetic field (arcade type X-ray flares), to larger scale lower intensity ones in the background corona (we call these as X-ray arcade formation), sometimes even in the high latitude circumpolar zones with much fainter and larger scale arcade (we call these as polar arcade formation).
We discuss these in some detail in the following, together with their suggested interplanetary counterparts which are to be investigated further by GEOTAIL, Ulysses, SoHO, and other satellites to come. In the following, we describe (a), (b), and (c) mentioned above in Sections 2, 3, and 4, respectively, and overall discussions will be found in Section 5.
Changes in the Corona in Association
with Activities in Active Regions W e begin with the description of the brightenings of small loop structures in active region, since these newly found phenomenon of injection of current with heated mass into closed magnetic loops seem to be smaller version of the more general phenomena of injection of heated mass into various magnetic structures widely seen in the corona. We also describe the ubiquitous expansion of active region corona first clearly recognized by Yohkoh, again as a small scale version of the destabilization of the part of the magnetic structure probably in association with such an injection of electric current with heated mass into the system under consideration.
We then proceed to the mass ejections into larger scale magnetic structures pre-existing in the background corona, and then to the cases of disturbances accompanying reconfiguration ofthe larger scale magnetic structures of the corona, producing such features like CME's, corresponding to the much larger scale versions occurring in the interplay of the active region phenomena with the large scale corona, as natural extension of these small scale phenomena occurring in active regions.
2.1 Activities in active regions themselves-Transient brightenings and expansion of active region corona (A) Transient brightenings of active regions It was made clear for the first time that there occur frequent and intense brightenings in active regions (these, however, are three to four orders of magnitude weaker in intensity than a typical flare) . Shimizu described that there are ones which started from a high part of the loop, but the rest came from the footpoints. This was not clearly noted in the Skylab time partly due to the observation with lower cadence picture-taking by using film, and partly due to considerably higher scattering of its minor compared with that of the Yohkoh-SXT. This phenomenon of transient brightenings of the loops inside active regions was shown to have a typical life time of several to tens of minutes, and corresponds to a GOES A-class tiny brightenings . The brightenings come up, in many cases, from one side of a pre-existing loop pattern, typically with a few hundred km/s velocity, with the density and the temperature on the average of the order of (5-12) x 109 CM -3 and (4-7) x 106 K, with the estimated thermal energy of the order of x 1026-29 ergs. In certain fraction of cases, they show some indication of interaction of two or more loops, but in the rest of the cases, they are single loops, and the phenomenon may most simply be described as non-steady injections of already heated mass into magnetic loops from one of the footpoints below.
These Transient Brightenings of active regions constitute a new mode of active region heating, thus far not taken into account. The relation between the total output in the soft X-ray range from the relevant active regions and the frequency of such brightenings in them were examined by plotting a log-log diagram for a number of active regions, and it was found to have a slope of about 0.5. There must be, therefore, a tendency of creating larger brightenings in more active active regions, in order for the transient brightenings can be the source of heating of the whole active region. It may be more reasonable at this moment to say that we found a new component of active region heating, in addition to other heating mechanisms probably operating on the background in active regions (e.g., Sakurai, 1991) .
Considering where the mass comes from, these are basically in the form of injections ofalready heated mass (visible in X-rays) into the pre-existing magnetic loops inside active regions. Dynamic injection of the already heated mass from below requires special explanation because it markedly differs from what we expected from the steady heating models (by the slow dissipation of either DC current, or AC current (which corresponds to Alfven waves), with the subsequent evaporation of mass from both footpoints through heat conduction) discussed thus far. Possible explanation may be that the mass is dynamically injected into the loop either through magnetic reconnection which the loop makes with another (very) small emerging flux tube near one of the footpoints of such a loop low in the atmosphere, or through mechanism like a dynamical relaxation of the magnetic twists which are produced below the photosphere by convective motion and released into the rarefied high atmosphere along the magnetic loop (Uchida and Shibata, 1985; Shibata and Uchida, 1986) . (The twist can be released in the form of non-linear packets of torsional Alfven waves. This may be a fundamental process of non-thermal transfer of energy from the subphotosphere to the corona in the presence of a magnetic field. This process was considered in the loop flare model of Uchida and Shibata (1988) and may carry energy in the form of a self-closed coaxial current packets (toroidal magnetic field produced by twisting of a magnetic loop), together with the kinetic energy of the gas carried with it (it was shown that the process also drives mass due to the "sweeping pinch mechanism"; Uchida and Shibata, 1984) . One of the remarkable points with this process is that the magnetic energy in the twists can be annihilated magnetohydrodynamically in a suitable situation even without any resistive effect.) (B) Active region expansion That the active region corona is ubiquitously expanding, and not in a magnetohydrostatic state by being tied down by the strong magnetic field of the sunspot group, was another new finding giving considerable impact Uchida et al., 1993a) . This expansion is quite ubiquitous, as if it were some intrinsic nature of active regions, and occurs even without any appreciable flare or subflare. It should be mentioned here that, although it has been imagined that a flare must affect the active region corona by its explosive action, what we actually found was that flares also lead to a somewhat stronger version of the same type of expansion mentioned here, rather than a drastic blowing off of the active region corona. We concentrate ourselves here, however, to the entirely unexpected case of expansion of active region corona without such flares or subflares of appreciable magnitude, in order to show this new phenomenon clearly.
The expansion is actually observed also when an active region is seen on the disk, but it is best seen, and its velocity can best be measured, when the active region is at the limb. In many cases, the shape of the expanding active region is more or less retained similar during the expansion, and the velocity of expanding features measured by the time-lapse differencing of images ranges from several to a few tens km/s.
A question may arise on whether the observed expansion is a real physical expansion, or we are seeing some kind of wave motion. We believe that it is a real expansion, because any wave (MHD fast wave, slow wave, ...) propagates with velocities one order of magnitude or more faster there. Another type interpretation, successive filling up of outer loops by heated plasma, as in what is considered in the rising postflare loops, requires some special situation like the "opening up-reclosing" type action ofthe magnetic field taking place in such ordinary locations. We believe that this can be excluded in our case because there are no such process of opening up seen to precede it.
We still need to find evidence for whether the motion continues to interplanetary space, or the mass falls back to the Sun. There is a kind of supportive evidence for our expanding loops to reach interplanetary space given by a Japanese interplanetary mission "Sakigake". Sakigake found peculiar interplanetary clouds, having a systematic out-of-ecliptic-plane magnetic field component, systematically higher density, higher temperature, and slower velocity than the surrounding solar wind, having no solar surface counterpart like a flare or a dark filament disappearance (Nakagawa et al., 1989) . Preliminary comparison indicated that actively expanding active region is found at the location on the solar surface where the cloud is traced back to the solar surface with the observed velocity.
The mass flux and the magnetic flux escaping from the entire Sun roughly estimated by multiplying the number of existing active regions to those of a typical active region expansion amount to dM/dt-101 1 g/s and d'D/dt-1016.5 Mx/s, respectively. This dM/dt amounts to be a non-negligible fraction of the total mass loss rate by the solar wind if it is established that the expanding active region actually come out to the interplanetary space, whereas d'D/dt is similar to the magnetic flux emerging into active regions from below (Zwaan, private communication).
The expansion of active region corona, if established, is a newly recognized component of the mass loss from the Sun. The notion of the solar wind thus far, based on the thermal expansion wind picture by Parker (1963) is the acceleration ofmass along the field lines (this is so even ifone thinks of an acceleration by Alfven wave to explain fast streams from the polar regions (Hollweg, 198 1)), whereas the mass motion in our expanding active region corona is basically accelerated by the Lorentz force perpendicular to the magnetic field. Thus the expansion of active regions we found may influence the notion of the mass loss from the Sun, and therefore, the notion of mass loss from other active stars, say RSCVn stars with gigantic starspot, which has been discussed based on the conventional notion of the solar wind.
Reconfiguration of the large scale corona due to small brightenings in active regions
The interplay between the small events in active regions and their greater surroundings may be most clearly demonstrated in the Mar. 27, 1992 event (Uchida, 1993b) . A brightening in the active region led to a brightening of a large triangular region of the quiet corona to its north-west, and the brightening in that region in turn agitated the thus-far invisible highly sheared S-shaped threads to its north-west through its tipped structure contacting it, and caused a process of large arcade formation which is very similar to that of the Sep. 28, 1991 event to be discussed in Subsection 4.2. The S-shaped threads were brightened from the contact point, and the brightening developed towards south-west, and an X-ray arcade is formed over the S-shaped threads. A "spine-like" structure existed also in this case, developed from the preexisting S-shaped threads, in a way exactly similar to that of Sep. 28, 1991. The initial disturbance came from the small brightening in the active region, and that caused a brightening of the adjacent area, and then this secondary effect triggered an arcade formation as a third effect. Such a propagation of influence originating in an active region itself is quite frequently seen, and our tentative interpretation of this type is a propagation of the effect of the magnetic reconnections; a small fraction ofthe magnetic flux left out in the process of reconnection with a newly emerged flux in the strong field region may reconnect itself with the weaker field of the surrounding region nearby, and can strongly affect the surrounding weak field structures. The flux disconnected in this process at the far end again exerts strong influence on the outer region of weaker field, and soon. Thus, a small change in a strong field regions can affect the surrounding regions, sometimes in a cascading manner, and may affect quite a large area of the quiet corona, up to several hundred thousand km in distance from the initial brightening as seen in this case.
We see in SXT images that the surrounding background corona is often affected by small changes in the strong field regions, with reconfigurations and heating resulting from them. Destabilization of large scale loops, releasing a large part of the magnetic flux system as in the CME process, might also be produced due to the effect similar to what we are presently describing. Namely, a small change in active region, not necessarily a major flare, can affect weaker large scale field and can change the stability of the latter. In certain cases, a part of the flux may ultimately be released and rise due to its own magnetic buoyancy from the region in which the magnetic field has been squeezed due to horizontal motion of the footpoints in the global evolution with dynamo action, explaining huge CME type phenomenon. More discussion about this point will be given in Subsection 4.4.
Mass Ejection from Bright Points into Pre-Existing Surrounding Coronal Magnetic Structures
Active Region Transient Brightenings mentioned in Subsection 2.1 are one of the examples of this occurring in closed loops taking place inside the active regions, and possible mechanisms were mentioned there. Larger scale ones going into the surrounding large scale magnetic structures will be mentioned here in the following in (A), and those into the magnetic field of coronal holes will be mentioned in (B) as Xray jets (Shibata et al., 1992) .
(A) Injection of heated mass into adjacent loop structures from active regions There are cases in which hot mass is injected from an "active" active region into the surrounding region as a flow along the pre-existing magnetic field patterns. A typical one of this kind was seen repeatedly during the period May 21 through May 27,1992, as events ofheated mass injection into "helixlike" field pattern adjacent to an agitated active region. An active region which experienced a flare on May 18, 1992 in the north-east quardrant, still maintained activity within it after being rearranged into an "activated" active region on the north , together with a helix-like magnetic structure to its south-west.
The structure of loops in the active region on the north seemed from their connectivity to have one helicity sign and the southern helix-like part seemed to have an opposite, at the contact region of these two sets of fluxes. There occurred brightenings near the boundary of these two regions, and the heated mass is injected into the helix-like region to its south-west from that bright region, repeatedly during the period of May 21 through 27. In these events the injected mass did not affect very much the shape of the helixlike structure on the south-west, indicating that these processes are magnetic filed dominated process. The velocity of injection is estimated to be of the order of a few hundred km/s, and the injection occurred in correlation with the brightenings in the region of contact. There is a possibility of estimating the rate of magnetic reconnection if the mass transfer from the hot active region to the helix-like part occurred through the reconnection process (Uchida, 1993b) .
The April 8, 1992 event of injection of heated mass into an odd shaped loops, suggesting the shape of the critical lines of force in an X-type reconnecting field, is another example of this kind. We will analyse these examples as cases of mass and energy (and also magnetic helicity) transfer due to the magnetic reconnections.
(B) X-ray jets It maybe added that many jets (escape of heated gas confined in a straight magnetic flux tubes) have been found to occur in a wide range of velocities in the solar atmosphere (Shibata et al., 1992) . A most impressive and physically clear ones are jets from the region of emerging magnetic flux region into open field regions. Shibata called these as "anemone jets" because the shape ofthe bright region associated with this, which corresponds to a newly emerged magnetic region, has a shape like a sea-anemones. The interpretation for this proposed by Shibata et al. (1992) Yohkoh has found a number of flares which are relatively large in size ((5-15) x 109 cm) compared with other type flares called simple loop flares with a typical size of 109 cm, and having a characteristic of the arcade formation in the soft X-ray range. A typical one of this type first observed at the limb is the Feb. 21, 1992 flare (GOES class M3.2). This flare was relatively low energy, large sized flare, belonging to the "long duration event" named after their long time profiles before Yohkoh. Tsuneta etal. (1992a) have given a detailed analysis of this flare, covering from its pre-flare state to the post-flare state: The merit of SXT (wide dynamic range with high sensitivity, and high cadence of observation), which allowed us to find the dynamical behavior of the fainter corona, played an important role in providing us with the information of what happened in the dark pre-flare state (Uchida, 1993a) ; information about the preflare magnetic structure and its change is really essential in clarifying what is occurring in flares, if magnetic field plays essential roles at all. This flare started around 03 UT of Feb. 21, 1992, on the east limb, and the data of the flare as well as the pre-flare state were available for this. In SXT, it is seen that there appeared a distorted "MacDonald's logo"-shaped (overlapped double arch shape) structure in which the top part of the inner triangular core was connected back to the photosphere on both sides in the pre-flare stage, at around 23:30 UT of Feb. 20, and this showed an expansion. The inner part of this structure, the preflare triangular core, which started to become brighter at around 03:10 UT of Feb. 21, increased its brightness at around 03:27 UT, and the bright core part further brightened as it expands. This developed into a tilted "candle flame"-like high temperature structure with a neat semi-circular "tunnel" below it. There were also characteristic features in the preflare stage having a separator shape vertically dividing the tunnel, with a low-lying bright feature along the axis of the "tunnel". The bright "candle flame"-shaped source consisting the main phase of the flare gradually faded, but lasted visible until around 09 UT. The temperature-emission measure analysis by Tsuneta et al. (1992a) shows that the temperature was the highest, around 13 MK, along the outer edges of the candle-flame type shape, and the density was the highest (4 x 1010 cm 3) at the central part right above the "tunnel". Relatively soft non-thermal emission was detected by the wideband spectrometer (WBS) on Yohkoh, but imaging by the hard X-ray telescope (HXT) aboard Yohkoh did not give clear source shape probably due to the wide-spread configuration of the relatively weak source.
Dec. 2, 1992 flare observed at the limb also had a structure connecting the top of the triangular central part of the flare back to the photosphere on both sides. A blob (probably, the heated part of the rising dark filament seen along its length) was seen to be ejected from the core part before the flare (Tsuneta and Lemen, 1993) . This, together with the existence of a brightening feature at the position of the axis of the tunnel below also in this event, suggests that the situation is basically similar to that of the Feb. 21, 1992 event described above. The characteristics near the flare maximum (candle flame type cusped structure with a tunnel below, for example) alone seemed, at first sight, to be consistent with the "opening up-reclosing arcade" type models (Hirayama, 1974; Kopp and Pneuman, 1976; Priest and Forbes, 1990 ; Forbes, private communication), but, a more careful examination of the preflare state readily tells, as pointed out above, that the relevant magnetic field source in the photosphere can not be a simple dipole array source as supposed in the classical model, because a structure connecting the top of the core part of the flare back to the photosphere on both sides at several times the arcade width indicates that a quadruple array magnetic source in the photosphere is involved (Uchida et al., 1994) . Also, the existed bright feature at the axis of the tunnel, together with a vertical separator type structure inside the tunnel in the preflare stage are difficult to explain by the classical model with the dipole array source. These remind us of a model proposed years ago by the present author in the Skylab Workshop (Uchida and Sakurai, preprint in 1980) in which a quadruple magnetic array configuration was proposed as a most natural configuration suspending a dark filament in a current sheet having a weak field along the length of the sheet, separating and stabilizing the structure having antiparallel fields which are otherwise pushed into contact. It was also proposed by the present author to explain the arcade type flare (Uchida and Sakurai, preprint in 1980) , that an interchange instability may develop for this structure if the dark filament (mass sedimented along the longitudinal field structure separating two regions of opposite polarity fields in contact) is squeezed out. This model predicted that the upper part of the dark filament may be pushed out upward while some lower part may remain inside the flare arcade (inside the "tunnel"), probably observationally corresponding to the brightened S-shape.
That model, which had several merits, did not attract much attention, probably because it was against the main stream of the flare model at that time. It was pointed out as demerits that time that it required a quadruple magnetic source which was not believed to exist that time, but actually found to exist in the case of arcade formation outside active regions. It is highly possible that active region field with winding fieldpolarity-reversal lines can provide such a field, though, of course, not a neat quadruple linear array type source, and might produce a two ribbon Ha flare plus two patches in a skew position. It is worth reviving that model, because some features observed with Yohkoh actually show the quadrupolarity of the field involved as mentioned above (Uchida and Jockers, preprint in 1979 ; revived model by Uchida et al.,1995) (long after the model was first proposed, some people came to think ofthe quadrupolar field, e.g., Mandrini et al., 1991) .
Large arcade formation outside active regions
It is well-known from the Big Bear Ha observation in the 1970's that Ha dark filament outside active regions sometimes caused an extended low-energy Ha double-ribbon flare (Michalitsanos and Kupferman, 1974) showing much less non-thermal phenomena which require high energy particles. On the other hand, it was reported from the result of the Skylab observation that an X-ray arcade was formed in the corona above, connecting these Ha double-ribbons after such a disappearance of dark filament, and lasted more than 20 hours (Svestka, private communication). The disappearing dark filament material is often seen as a thready material flying away (usually referred to as eruptive prominences), and a large "mantle of loops" containing a considerably large amount of mass preceeds this (original definition of CME's).
The relation of the X-ray arcade formation to the erptive prominence, or erupting Ha dark filament, and to the Ha flaring below, has been discussed in terms of the "opening up-reclosing magnetic arcade" type models (Hirayama, 1974; Kopp and Pneuman, 1976) with an elongated bipole type magnetic source in the photosphere below.
We here note that the Yohkoh observation indicates that this "classical model" seems to have encountered a serious question in the detailed examination of the observations in the case of arcade flares in active regions (Uchida et al., 1994) . This is also true with the off active region arcades as seen below.
Sep. 28, 1991 event is a typical example of arcade formation outside active regions . This event of X-ray arcade formation (sub-flare brightening in GOES low-C class) appeared in the north-east quadrant near the disk center at around 11:18 UT on Sep. 28, 1991. An activity started when two neibouring Ha dark filaments formed separately merged the day before the event. After an interruption of observation by the satellite night, SXT found that a brightening at the crossing point developed into an increasing brightening of the region centered at that location by 12:27 UT, and expanding towards north and south along the pre-existed thread structure. Within 30 minutes, the region with 3 x 105 km brightened, and an arcade-like feature appeared perpendicular to the "spine-like" feature. At 15:56 UT, the "spine" seemed to have risen, and the arcade was stretched in a tent-like manner. This continued until the satellite changed to other modes of observation without noting the event, since it was in the very initial phase of the instrument testing less than one month after the launch of the satellite.
We found that the spine-like structure along the length ofthe arcade was notthe locus ofthe reconnecting points of the once opened-up overlying magnetic arches as expected in the previous models. The fine structure-enhanced images clearly show that the spine-like structure has more than two bright threads, but this is not possible as the locus of the reclosing points. They turned out to be part of the field structure preexisted below! This spine-like structure, identified with the structure existing below before the event, stretches the initially round X-ray arcade above into a triangular shape like a tent, suggesting that it is rising from below the X-ray arcade. This is conspicuously different from the previous picture that the "spinelike" structure has been expected as the locus of the reconnecting points between the opened up field lines and come shrinking from above Uchida, 1993a) . It is clear that some magnetic reconnection process is involved, however, and the observed features are in favor of the quadruple source model we discussed above in which the S-shaped bright feature, a lower half of the dark filament, comes rising below the arcade.
Polar region arcade formation
The process of the X-ray arcade formation in relation to the disappearing Ha dark filament and Ha flaring seems to be a rather general process, and physically similar phenomena exist in a wide range of scales and therefore different magnetic field strengths are involved, so long as the magnetic topology has some similarity; ranging from those occurring in active regions as X-ray arcade flares (mentioned in Subsection 4. 1), X-ray arcade formation associated with the disappearances of quieter dark filament outside active regions (as described in Subsection 4.2), to the formation of fainter X-ray arcades in the circumpolar region with a disappearance of faint polar region dark filaments without appreciable Ha enhancements to be described next.
Largerscale fainter version ofthis type leading to the formation ofa faint large arcade was first found on November 12, 1991 (Tsuncta et al., 1992b , and several similar examples have been observed after that. The November 12 event occurred in an area seemingly a coronal hole and surprised us, but it was confirmed that the region had a faint polar dark filament and the region was not actually a true unipolar coronal hole region. The event started as a weak brightening in a coronal structure on the cast side or a "coronal hole" extending in the north -west quadrant, and faint loops successively "popped up" from the coronal structure at the east end of the "coronal hole", and propagated to the west, like a wave propagating across the "coronal hole" over6 x 10` km in about 1 day's time. The event indicates that a faint large scale version of the arcade formation mentioned above can exist in the polar area, and that there can be a fake coronal hole which is a dark polar area, but is not a magnetically unipolar region.
In the following, we describe another case ofcircumpolar arcade formation with its relation with the formation of a "giant-cusp", and the CME launching.
-OW. 4.4 Arcade tbrmation and its relation with CME and 'giant cusps" We now give some discussion about the relation of the X-ray arcade formation and the CME launching, and the formation of "giant cusps" found by Yohkoh.
The Jan. 24-25, 1992 "giant cusp" formation event which had a good coverage of observation was noted (Strong, private communication) as a feature related to the coronal mass ejection (CME). In this event, there existed in soft X-rays various phenomena suggestive of the launch of CME, the rise of X-ray threads suggestive of partially heated dark filament, etc., and finally a very remarkable formation of a "giant cusp" in that region . It was examined later in comparison with the Mauna Loa K-coronameter data (Hiei et al., 1993) , and it was concluded that the large scale cusp-like structure was formed after a CME pushed through the pre-existing helmet streamer, and the cusp seems to be the heated region in the process ofreconnection oftheonce-opened up arcade of arches. They considered this as evidence for the "opening up-reclosing" model (Hiei et al., 1993) .
There are several events of X-ray arcade formation some time after the dark filament disappearance, and Miyazaki et al. (private communication) showed that a gigantic H a filament was actually flying away In this case, the event occurred when the main part of the arcade formation had rotated to the western limb, and the arcade formation with rising feature was seen in projection almost along the axis, or the structure is seen parallel to the dark lane. W e were surprised to find the southern leg of the "giant cusp' extended well on the visible hemisphere in some early phase! This is not expected if the "giant cusp' is the locus of the reconnecting points in the "opened up-reclosing" arcade which should result in a current-free connection of the closest possible field lines on both sides of the neutral sheet. This event seems to be very analogous to the Feb. 24-25, 1993 event shown in Fig. 1 , rotated by tens of degrees. If that is the case, the "giant cusp" might be the ballooned up "spine" structure which stretched the reconnected arcade upwards in the form of a tent as seen in the Sep. 28, 1991 event, rather than the generally supposed "opened up-reclosing" arcade.
after disappearing from the low corona. This process was also seen in radio with the Nobeyama Radioheliograph, and an X-ray arcade was formed down above the field-polarity-reversal line on the solar surface. Therefore, there is no doubt that the dark filament rise and X-ray arcade formation is related that way. The remaining question is how they are related physically. An example of interest of such large scale arcade formation in the circumpolar region was the Feb. 24-25, 1993 event in the southern polar region. In this case, there existed a pair of arrays of X-ray arches on both sides of a dark lane lying almost east-west, and the Kitt Peak magnetogram showed that there existed a field-polarity-reversal line right along the dark lane. At around 17 UT of Feb. 24, a brightening started along this dark lane, and the brightening progressed towards west, and the bright threads which are the legs of a "spine"-structure on the north side of the dark lane appeared. These seem to correspond to the X-ray loops connecting both sides in arcade flares in skew connections. The bright "spine" in this case was again consisted of pre-existed threads along the dark lane which was brightened and rose until it ballooned near its west end and began to give a "cusp-like" impression if seen along the axis. This is obviously something different from the rising dark filament itself because it came up late and was rising below, or at least together with, the X-ray loops consisting the "X-ray arcade" which should be formed much after the so-called dark filament eruption itself (cf., July 30, 1992 event (Miyazaki et al., private communication)). The "spine" seemed to be one ofthe elongated threads whose legs connecting both sides of the field polarity reversal lines in a skewed geometry. The longitudinal threads having the westmost leg on the north side of the original dark lane seemed to have ballooned up. This situation was entirely similar to the Sep. 28, 1991 event described above, and difficult to be explain in the classical model, but compatible with the quadruple source model (Uchida and Sakurai, preprint in 1980; Uchida et al., 1995) .
A careful examination of the Jan. 24-25, 1992 event hinted by this showed that a few of the SXT frames at around 14:33 UT of Jan. 24 indicated that the southern leg of this "giant cusp" was found on the visible hemisphere, while the main body of it should have been rotated beyond the west limb by the solar rotation! This was a surprise because, if the cusp was the result of reconnection of the once opened-up arcade of loops, then the elementary structure of the "cusp" which was produced through reconnection ideally should lie in the planes perpendicular to the axis. In other words, both footpoints should be already rotated to the same angle as the part of the "reclosing cusp" and should not be seen on the visible hemisphere! Figures 1 and 2 given in this context also show that the Jan. 25, 1992 event is very similar to the Feb. 25, 1993 event discussed above. This suggests that the "giant cusp" may have interpretation quite different from that of the classical "opened up-reclosing" picture. It is possible that the "cusp" may be a ballooned up part of the bright S-shaped feature (Uchida et al., 1995) , and what we found and described for the Sep. 28, 1991 event (McAllister et al., 1992 , the "spine" is rising below the X-ray arcade) turns out to be not an exception, but an intrinsic part of the process to be explained by a correct model. Note that all the process described here occurred long after the dark filament disappearance. We will discuss these points in our paper to come about theoretical model (Uchida et al., 1995) .
Summary and Discussion
We described in the above a variety of dynamical behaviors of the corona in contrast to the previous rather static picture based upon the low cadence observations.
From what we found, we would say that the corona is not a conventional "atmosphere" having an extremely high temperature. The corona is a highly "electromagnetic" entity, and quite drastic changes take place in the background corona in close association with the changes in the magnetic field in the strong field active regions, or with the accumulated magnetic stress near the field polarity reversal lines in the photosphere. Since the part of the corona influenced in those changes are brighter than the part with less influence by such disturbances, we feel that at least a part of the coronal heating is related to the changes of their magnetic state, namely, due to the dissipation of the current which is dynamically induced in the magnetized corona by those disturbances.
Another statement we would like to make is that the process of arcade formation, ranging from arcade flares occurring in the strong field active regions to the very faint circumpolar arcade formation, shows a different behavior from what the "classical model" predicts when examined closely. We discussed a quadruple magnetic source model as a substitute for the "classical" model (Uchida et al., 1995) .
